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Backyard House Apartment 

What you’ll need: 

Activity Worksheet

Treasure hunt locations:

Instructions: 

St
ae

dtler coloured pencils

Staedtler ruler

So
meth

ing small to hide Cardboard/paper

Get creative with the family at home  
with the Staedtler Easter Treasure Hunt!

Step 1:  Print off the supplied worksheet and fill out your last name in the blank space.

Step 2:  Creating the treasure map: using a ruler draw a floor plan, detailing the areas in your home on the  
gridded worksheet. Use lots of colours and drawings on your treasure map to make it come to life. 
Note: The map will be hidden where stated on the last clue and will lead the treasure hunters to the treasure.

Step 3:  Hiding the treasure: choose something Easter related to hide, this will be your treasure. Hide the treasure somewhere 
around your home or garden and make sure you don’t tell anyone where you have hidden it.  
Colour and place Easter eggs on the treasure map where you have hidden the treasure. 

Step 4:  Treasure map clues: cut out 8-10 cards from the cardboard/paper and write clues to lead the treasure hunters  
to the map. Clue examples: 

Clue 1:  When you’re hungry you hop on over here first. (Clue #2 is hidden in the fridge.)

Clue 2:  You’ll find clue 3 where you sit to watch your favourite show. (Clue #3 is on the lounge.)

Clue 3:  The final clue to find your treasure map. You use this to hold your washed clothes in.  
(The treasure map is hidden in the wash basket.)

Step 5:  Hiding the clues and map: make sure you hide your clues and treasure map where you have stated. 

Step 6:  Time to find the treasure: tell your family it’s time for the Easter Treasure Hunt. Provide the treasure hunters   
clue 1 and see how well they can find the treasure map and treasure!

Don’t forget to take photos of your decorated maps and clues.  
We would love to see your Staedtler activity creations come to life!
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Stage 1 - Year 1-2

Easter Treasure Hunt

Maths & Art



Easter Treasure Hunt
Treasure map:

Family


